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 Introduction and GOKb overview
 Collaboration stories
 Kate Hill
 Nat Gustafson-Sundell
 Zorian Sasyk
 Questions
PRESENTATION AGENDA
a freely available, community -managed data repository that 
contains key publication information about electronic resources 
as it is represented within the supply chain from content 
publishers to suppliers to libraries.
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• Minnesota State Colleges & Universities 
(MnSCU)
o 24 state community, technical and 
comprehensive colleges and 7 state 
universities 
• Minnesota State University, Mankato is the 
largest university in the MnSCU system:
o 13,980 2014-15 FYE (12,431 + 
1,549)
o 70,000+ “Journals” 



Title Alternate Title pISSN eISSN ProprietaryID
International Journal of Red Herrings Red Herrings, International Journal of 1234-5678 XXIJRH
The Journal of Pasta Sauce 9876-5432 2222-5432 XXJPAR
National Culture NC 8332-5774 0015-9502 XXNACU
Yarbrough Transactions Yarbrough Transactions: Part C 5643-5896 6547-1805 XXYATR

Title Alternate Title pISSN eISSN ProprietaryID
International Journal of Red Herrings Red Herrings, International Journal of 1234-5678 XXIJRH
The Journal of Pasta Sauce 9876-5432 2222-5432 XXJPAR
National Culture NC 8332-5774 0015-9502 XXNACU
Yarbrough Transactions Yarbrough Transactions: Part C 5643-5896 6547-1805 XXYATR

http://www.loc.gov/aba/p
cc/conser/documents/CO
NSER-RDA-CSR.pdf
http://www.issn.org/understanding-the-issn/assignment-rules/issn-manual/
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GOKB: A BRIDGE 
FORWARD
GOKB TASKS RELEVANT TO MY WORK #1: 
ALTERNATE TITLE VERIFICATION

GOKB TASKS RELEVANT TO MY 
WORKFLOW #2:
ISSN VERIFICATION
GOKB APPLICATION: 
HOMEGROWN COST PER USE (CPU 
)ANALYSIS
 Proprietary solutions are expensive and lack desired 
reporting functionality
 Our ILS (Aleph) and our ERMS (Serials Solutions) are not 
connected
 Thus, we came up with our own solution utilizing various 
titlelists and VLOOKUPs
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GOKB AND CPU ANALYSIS: POSSIBILITIES
 Our CPU Analysis method requires matching between several 
dif ferent lists
 Cannot currently use ISSNs for this as they are not consistent 
across sources
 Workarounds involve Proprietary IDs, sometimes even Titles
 These workarounds require various amounts of time-
consuming data massaging and manual matching
GOKB AND CPU ANALYSIS: POSSIBILITIES
 GOKb could eventually provide a cross-walk to overcome these 
obstacles
 The crowd-sourced nature of the ISSN verification task will 
eventually lead to GOKb becoming a more reliable source of 
ISSN information than Ulrich’s.
 In addition, this information will be connected to actual 
electronic resource package records, making it even easier to 
do local title list work like CPU analysis and package 
maintenance. 
Thank you!
QUESTIONS?
HTTP://GOKB.ORG
Contact Jennifer Solomon, 
GOKb Editor 
jhsolomo@ncsu.edu
